We introduce a picture of quantum dynamics in which the representation basis vectors are the quantities that evolve, instead of state vectors or operators. These vectors allow us to pick the parts of a probability density that correspond to some values of energy or time, providing us with energy and time representations. The properties of these representations are analyzed and an application to the free particle is presented.
and it does not need quantization of the particular and explicit expressions of time in terms of coordinate and position, nor of the modification of the Hamiltonian operator, nor of the lifting of the requirement of self-adjointness of observable operators, and nor of internal or external clocks.
We make use of a picture of quantum mechanics in which the representation vectors are the ones that evolve and state vectors and operators are static. We use the relationship between the clock and a given system in order to define probe functions, which will sample a wave packet at different energies or times. In this way, energy and time no longer are a parameter but they become part of the description of quantum densities.
We start with Sec. II in which we make some comments regarding the relationship between time, clocks, and equations of motion. The basic concept behind probe functions was introduced in Ref. ͓29͔ for a classical system. Based on that, a picture for the study of the time properties of the dynamics of quantum wave packets is presented in Sec. III. There is also a simple application to the free particle. At the end there are some concluding remarks.
II. TIME CONCEPT
We can think of time as a measure of how much a system has changed, and a clock is a reference system that is used for the measurement of time or change. However, these two systems do not interact between themselves but they become interlaced at the moment we use a clock as the reference for measuring the amount of change of some quantities of the system of interest, as is seen, for instance, in Schrödinger's equation of motion
This equation might take a different explicit form depending upon the reference system for time that we chose. Once the equation of motion is written down, a way of extracting the time information from wave packets is needed and is the subject of the remaining of this manuscript.
III. QUANTUM SYSTEMS

A. Time superoperator
There were some earlier indications that the derivative with respect to energy can be considered as a time operator ͓33͔. Let us introduce a time superoperator *Electronic address: gabino@fis.cinvestav.mx
͑2͒
With d / dĤ we mean a "differentiation" of powers of the Hamiltonian, i.e., ͑d / dĤ ͒Ĥ n ϵ nĤ n−1 . We can achieve this effect, for instance, with the help of an operator that has a constant commutator with Ĥ . Recall that if two operators Â and B are such that ͓Â , B ͔ = const then ͓Â , B n ͔ = n͓Â , B ͔B n−1 . The time operator has units of time and has the propagator as its eigenoperator with eigenvalue the propagation time,
Then, any wave packet at a time t, a solution of the timedependent Schrödinger equation, is always an eigenfunction of the time superoperator. This superoperator is not linear when applied to wave packets because when applied to a linear combination of two wave packets a ͉ ͑t͒͘ + b ͉ ͑t͒͘, we will get only the evolution time t times the same linear combination.
We have here a different situation than the one considered in Ref. ͓2͔ . In that paper, it was shown that if we have two Hermitian operators Â and B and ͉͘ is an eigenfunction of Â , then the commutator action on ͉͘ results in an state orthogonal to ͉͘. Therefore, Â , B , and ͓Â , B ͔ have different domains and the validity of Pauli's theorem about the no existence of a time operator might be questionable. However, here we are taking as the time operator the superoperator iបd / dĤ , and the action of the commutator between Ĥ and t on a time-dependent state ͉͑t͒͘ is ͓t,Ĥ ͔͉͑t͒͘ = tĤ ͉͑t͒͘ − Ĥ t͉͑t͒͘
i.e., the resulting vector is in the same space as ͉͑t͒͘ and the relationship between operator and superoperator
is valid in the evolution space. Now, the above relationship ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ is just another way of writing the evolution equation since, when applied to a time-dependent state ͉͑t͒͘, we obtain the usual timedependent Schrödinger equation.
Since ͓t, Ĥ ͔ = iបÎ, we find that ͓t, Ĥ n ͔ = niបĤ n−1 , and then
where is a real constant. This is another way of saying that e −iĤ /ប is the evolution operator and that ͉͑t͒͘ is an eigenfunction of t since if we apply Eq. ͑6͒ to a wave packet at time t, ͉͑t͒͘, we find that t͉ ͑t + ͒͘ = ͑t + ͉͒͑t + ͒͘. 
where ⑀ is a real constant. If we apply this equality to ͉͑t͒͘ we find that e i⑀t/ប ͉ ͑t͒͘ is a solution for a system to which a constant potential has been added, i.e.,
After the application of e −i⑀T /ប from the left to the equality ͑8͒ we find that
B. Probe states
We can also generate a "time grid" for quantum systems with a state such as Q ͑p ; T =0;X͒ϵe −ipX/ប , in momentum space, and propagating it backwards and forwards in time. This wave packet gives a constant density in momentum space with a narrow width in coordinate space around q = X. These characteristics are desirable for the probe states that we need; they have the same characteristics as the classical probe states ͓29͔. Backwards and forwards propagation will result in a collection of densities, which can be used to sample a given wave packet and determine its distribution in energy or time, for instance. The probe function Q ͑p ; T =0;X͒, before any propagation, can be assigned with the time front T = 0. The time grid can change dramatically for different X. A good choice for X is at the middle of the wave packet, but it can take any real value that lies inside the system. For classical systems we were able to use probe functions, which are punctual in phase space, moving along the trajectories of the system. But for quantum systems the most we can do is to use the whole line q = X.
Note that these probe states have been in use since the early times of quantum mechanics. The relationship between coordinate and momentum representations of a wave packet ͉͘ are
where ͉ Q ͑t ; q͒͘ = e itĤ /ប ͉ q͘ and ͉ P ͑t ; p͒͘ = e itĤ /ប ͉ p͘. Then, the coordinate representation of quantum mechanics can be seen as the sampling of the initial wave function ͉͘ for arrival at q at time t and the momentum representation as the sampling of the initial wave function for having momentum p at time t. Contrary to Schrödinger, Heisenberg, or interaction pictures of quantum mechanics, here the representation vectors are the time-dependent quantities and wave packets and operators are static. This is a picture of quantum mechanics that has not been recognized as such before. The only difference with the probe states that we use is that we will sample for only a specific point q = X. Our probe functions are nothing more than the evolution of the representation vectors ͉q͘ for a particular point q = X. These states were used in a previous paper concerning marginal probe functions suited for arrival time distributions ͓32͔.
For our purposes, we will consider only the first type of probe functions and we will separate into negative and positive momentum parts. In quantum mechanics, the distinction between right and left movers is necessarily an approximated concept, because the requirement q = X is not exactly compatible with the requirement p Ͼ 0 ͑or p Ͻ 0͒, but it is necessary to make a classification like that. Let us rewrite ͗X ͉ ͑T͒͘ as
͑13͒
Thus, probe states for energy are defined as
From here after, we will use the notation Î p ± ϵ͐ 0 ϱ dp͉ ± p͗͘±p͉ for the integrals ͐ −ϱ 0− dp͉p͗͘p͉ and ͐ 0 ϱ dp͉p͗͘p͉ but we should keep in mind that the point p = 0 is not included in the integral over negative momentum. In what follows we will also use the operators Û ͑T͒ = e −iTĤ /ប , Î x = ͉X͗͘X͉, and Î E = ͉E͗͘E͉. The sum of the above states is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian
with eigenvalue E͗E ͉ X͘. For a time representation we can use
͑17͒
Since the time probe states have a small width in q, we have replaced t with T, the relative time. The sum of the above states is the backwards propagation of the line q = X,
This sum is an eigenstate of the time superoperator with eigenvalue −T. The energy and time probe states are related through Fourier-type transforms
We see that we can transform from one representation to the other in a familiar way. Then, it is not necessary to recur to additional procedures such as the expansion in terms of Laguerre polynomials of the energy wave packet ͓34͔, or to the holomorphic Fourier transform ͓35͔. A drawback of those proposals is that they do not consider separately the left and right movers.
C. Orthogonality
Some inner products between time probe functions are 
The time moments are
The energy width for the full probe state is then given by Some operators formed with the probe vectors are 
For the time probe vectors we find that
where
͉͑͑T;X͒͗͑͘T;X͉͒͒ n = ͗X͉X͘ n−1 ͉͑T;X͒͗͑͘T;X͉͒. ͑80͒
So some of these operators are semi and full quasiorthogonal projectors ͑not normalizable͒.
F. Closure relationships
There are semi and full closure relationships for probe vectors. For the time probe vectors we can write
But, when we sum up the above equalities we complete the closure relationship 
G. Spectral decompositions
The spectral decomposition of the Hamiltonian is
The spectral decomposition of Q n ͑T͒ is
Since the probe vectors are orthogonal with respect to X, we can use them in order to give a spectral decomposition of the position operator in terms of time and of energy. Let us form the self-adjoint operator
The result is the left and right movers decomposition of Q n ͑T͒ in the Heisenberg picture. We can also form the operator
These are the left and right parts of Q n in the energy representation.
The "spectral decomposition" of time is
͑94͒
Then T can be written in terms of an operator that is not linear and complies with the time-reversal property.
H. Covariance
Covariance of the projections onto the time probe vectors is immediate since if we apply the evolution operator for a time to the probe states, we obtain
I. Energy and time wave packets
According to Eqs. ͑82͒ and ͑86͒, time and energy representations ± ͑T ; X͒ and ± ͑E ; X͒ of a wave packet ͉͘ are defined as
where ± ͑E;X͒ ϵ ͗ ± ͑E;X͉͒͘ = ͗X͉Î p ± Î E ͉͘, ͑98͒ ± ͑T;X͒ ϵ ͗ ± ͑T;X͉͒͘ = ͗X͉Î p ± ͉͑T͒͘. ͑99͒
J. Moments
Some averages with these functions are
Then, the energy widths, for a system in the state ͉͘, are
Other ones are
where Z is an interval of time, around T = 0, which encloses ͉͘ only once. An X component is likely to not diverge since it is related to the arrival-time density. The widths in T can be defined as
K. Change of representation functions
The change of representation functions are
͑121͒
L. Evolution in time and energy spaces
One of the components of the time representation of the wave function at time t is
Then we just shift the wave packet in time space in order to evolve it. Evolution in energy space is realized by a phase factor
The squared magnitude of this function will lose the phase factor and then it will not change with time.
M. Time-slice operators
There are two types of time operators using the probe states. A set of operators is With this set of operators, when applied to a wave packet ͉͑t͒͘, we will obtain the wave-packet time t ͑the evolution time͒ times the slice at relative time T times the amount of probability coming from the support of the slice. A second set is These operators return the relative time −T of the slice, times the slice, and times the probability coming from the support of the slice. For instance, Ĥ and t do not commute
and there are similar results for the rest of the time operators. Another one is
͑129͒
N. Application to the free particle
Here we calculate a few quantities for the free particle. The transformation functions between coordinate and energy representations are
which are plane waves with momentum ± ͱ 2mE and centered at q = X. For going to the momentum representation we need the following functions:
.
͑131͒
These functions are the previous plane waves but are now in momentum space. The transformation functions between time and coordinate representations are ͗q͉ ± ͑T;X͒͘ = ͵ 0 ϱ dp e ±ip͑q−X͒/ប 2ប e iTp 2 /2mប . ͑132͒
These functions are similar to Kijowski's states ͓23͔ in coordinate space but without the ͱ ͉p ͉ / mប factor, i.e., they are "presence" probe functions. The momentum version of these functions are
͑133͒
Given a wave packet ͉͘, we can use the above transformation functions in order to find the energy and time repre- sentations. If we know the wave function in the coordinate representation, the energy wave function can be found as
and the time representation would be given as
These quantities are easily recognizable and some of them have been used in the determination of the presence distribution for a free particle. For instance, a plot of the squared magnitude of the time components ͗ ± ͑T ; X͉͒͘ of the Gaussian wave packet in p,
is shown in Fig. 1 and the energy components are shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 1 we observe something similar to what is known as "diffraction in time" ͓36-38͔. Diffraction in time is a transient effect, a temporal oscillation, which appears when matter waves are released from a shutter or a confinement region. Here, they appear as a consequence of truncation of the wave function, a discontinuity in momentum space.
When the E-X wave function is Gaussian, 
IV. REMARKS
We have described a picture and energy and time representations of classical and quantum dynamics, which has not been recognized as such before. These results allow us to promote time and energy from the role of being parameters to the role of dynamical variables, as it was done for classical densities ͓29͔. An analysis of the dynamics of classical densities shows many of the properties of quantum dynamics because both deal with probability densities. Therefore, that kind of analysis might help in the elucidation of quantum phenomena, as was shown in these series of papers about arrival times and energy-time representations.
With the help of probe functions, we have followed the motion of the system taking the clock as a reference of how much a part of the system has changed. If we change the reference clock, like in the works that take part of the system as a clock ͓19-21,39͔, these probe functions, the equations of motion, and the picture of the dynamics will change accordingly.
We now have a common language with which we can analyze classical and quantum dynamics, with energy and time no longer just parameters of evolution.
We have only considered one-dimensional motion, but for motion in three or more dimensions, the zero-time curve can be chosen as the hyperplane that crosses one of the coordinate axes and is perpendicular to the rest of them. FIG. 3. Un-normalized squared magnitude ͉͑q͉͒ 2 corresponding to a E-X Gaussian wave packet, Eq. ͑137͒ ͑in dimensionless units͒.
